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I I Fifteen bottom-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers were deployed from
October 2002 through April 2003 in the northern Adriatic Sea. Average transport from the
portion of the Western Adriatic Current (WAC) along the Italian slope was
0. 1470 + 0.0043 Sv, punctuated by bursts of more than twice that amount during storm
events. Monthly means were calculated with times of strong wind-driven circulation
excluded. These suggest a 2002/2003 seasonal separation consisting of October,
December through February, and March through April. An extreme Po River flood
influenced November conditions making seasonal categorization difficult. October
generally had more kinetic energy and more vertical structure than other months, and
near-inertial waves were more frequent in April and October. The Eastern Adriatic Cutent
(EAC)/WAC (i.e. inflow/outflow) system was clearly present in the means for all months.
The cyclonic gyre north of the Po River was present October through February. Generally,
in the WAC, over 50% of kinetic energy came from vertically uniform monthly mean
flows. Elsewhere, eddy kinetic energy was stronger than mean kinetic energy with
10-40% contributions for vertically uniform monthly mean flows, 40-60% for vertically
uniform monthly varying flows, and 10-30% for vertically varying monthly varying
flows. Mean currents for bora storms indicate enhancement of the EAC/WAC and the
cyclonic northern gyre, a shift toward Kvarner Bay in EAC direction, a circulation
null point south of the Po, and double-gyre bifurcation of flow at Istria. Strengthening
of both the EAC and WAC also occurs during sirocco storms.

Citation: Book. J. W.. R. P. Signell. and 11. Perkins (2(X7), Measurements of stomi and nonstorm circulation in the northern
Adriatic: October 2(( 2 Through April 2003, .J. G(CothI:. Res., 112 , CII S92, doi: 10, 1029/2006JC003556.

I. Introduction northeast comer is the Gulf of Trieste. The irregular eastern
coastline is marked by the mountainous Istrian Peninsula

[c] The circulation of the norhcn Adriatic Sea is hcavily and numerous islands and bays. Depths in and around these
iraluenccd by repetitive bursts of strong wind forcing. bays arc sometimes greater than 80 m. The bay southeast of
making this area a prototype of a wind-forced, shallow Istia, Kvarner Bay. is 50 n deep and connects to the test of
marginal sea. Because of the nearness of coastal boundaries, the northern Adriatic through a 30 km wide passage. The

the general circulation and the ocean response to strong other hays connect to the northern Adriatic and to each other

,A inds in such seas is often inherently linked to basin-scale thr b as sages th e n r r oeri tan to c a rer

dynamics and cannot be properly understood outside of this through passages that arc much narrower than the Kvarner

broader context. Thus basin-scale observations are needed Bay passage, but are comparable to it in depth. Figure I
t shows the bathynietry and features of the northern Adriatic.to understand the circu lation and response. and to evaluate [4] The general circulation of the Adriatic is cyclonic %kith

numerical modeling predictions, southeastward flows along the western side of the sea and

[3] The northern Adriatic is characterized by depths of a
northwestward flows along the eastern side [Orli et al..

w tens of meters, increasing gradually toward the mid- 1992]. The northern Adriatic includes the northernmost
AdriiiePit Th weler costlie i motlyfeaureess portion of this Eastern Adriatic Current (1EAC) and Western

except lbr the Po River delta near 45"N. The northern Adriatic Current (WAC) system. Near Whe southern tip of

coastline has several lagoons that have limited connection Istriat in all seasons, the AC turns southwestward to cross

to the open sea. The semienclosed shallow area in the tria. in in the EAtur outhe o ross
the sea, joining Outflow water from the Po River and
becoming the WAC [Pou/ain, 20011. In agreement with

'Na,al Research taboratory. Sleims Space ('ent. Mississippi. USA. Poulain [2001] the WAC is here deined as the entire
NAIO tUndersca Research centre, La Spezia. Italy. southeastward current along the Italian side of the sea. Au

INo\ at U.S. (icological Surs cy. WwKds Ilole. Massachusctts. USA isolated cyclonic gyre spanning the width of the basin to tie
aNow at School of Marine Scicnc s, Univcrsit5 of Maine, Walpolc.

Matic. USA. northeast of the Po River is the most prominent mean
circulation feature not directly part of the EAC/WAC syslen.

(%)p)right 200117 hY the Aicrican (cophysical Uniow Cushnian-Roisin et al. [20011 present a comprehensive
014v-022 07'2(H)t4,'j(l55(,St')9.xO review of the physical oceanography of'the northern Adriatic.
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Paklar et al. [2001] and Pulh'n o a!. [2003] used high-
resolution wind forcing to reproduce more complex and
realistic features of the ocean response to bora.

[7] The other strong wind of the Adriatic is the sirocco.
which blows from the southeast along the axis of the sea

V[see GuYner and Zecchetl. 1993, Figure 14]. Sirocco
events can cause storni surge flooding in Venice and they

45- .have been studied both numerically and theoretically b)
many scientists. According to Finizio et al. [19721 and P't,
and Hrahak-Tnrpa [1982] a sirocco has shear such that
maximum wind speeds occur on the Croatian side of the

44.. CPW2 sea. The paper of Orli ei al. 1 19941 predicts upwind flow in
P the deeper areas of the northern Adriatic and downwind

flow in the shallower areas as long as the sirocco wind shear
SSG ' from Italy to Croatia is not too large. This implies a

weakening of the WAC circulation near the coast in agree-
44-- x ment with limited measurements made by Ar,twgiani el al,

/ -[1983] and V. Kova&evi [Cushman-Roisin el al.. 2001.
Figures 3 10] and the model of Betello and B lwgmaso

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 [x] This paper analyzes current measurements taken over
a 7 month period in tenns of monthly statistics. Strong

Figure 1. Locations of moorings (black diamonds). sirocco and bora wind events are also examined in ternis of
northern Adriatic bathymetry, and place names used in the their own statistics and their impact on the means and
paper. SS I) is labeled as SSO here and in following figures variability of the circulation. Section 2 describes the ncas-
for case of display. uremcents used in the study: section 3 presents calculations

of WAC transport; section 4 presents monthly means;
section 5 discusses the distribution of kinetic energy:

[5] Several studies have calculated the seasonal variabil- section 6 discusses the impact of wind stors, and sections 7
ity of Adriatic circulations using hydrographic observations and 8 present discussions and conclusions.
[c.g._.irtgiani ttal. 1997b]. loweNer. as noted by Orli e
at [1992]. transient wind-driven currents in the Adriatic
may surpass the thennohaline circulations by an order of 2. Measurements
magnitude. Therefore current measurements are needed to 2.1. Moorings and Instrumentation
properly access the seasonality of the total currents and the []q Bottom-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers
contributions to the mean of the strong transient wind- (ADCPs) were deployed by the U.S. Naval Research l.ab-
driven currents. Poutain 120011 produced maps of seasonal oratory (NRL) during the Adriatic Circulation Experiment
currents and analyzed the mean and eddy kinetic energies of (AC) together with the NATO) Undersea Research Centre
the Adriatic using a decade of surface drifter measurements. (NURC) as a Joint Research Project JRP) from September
I lowcvcr the nature of these drilter measurements limits the 2002 to May 2003. ACE/JRP moorings consisted of
scope of this climatology to surface currents. Until recently, 14 trawl-resistant bottom-mounted ADCPs IPerkins et al.
technological and political challenges have prevented long- 2000] distributed throughout portions of tour mooring sec-
tern, basin-scale observations of currents throughout the tions. An additional upward looking ADCP was mounted
water column. near the base of the meteorological towver described in

[,] Currents in the northcn, Adriatic are heavily influ- Cavaleri [2000]. These mooring positions are shown in
enced by wind, and the wind that is most prevalent during Figure I and given in Table I with their mean sea level
winter blows southwestward over the sea from the moun- depths. The full nooring sections were populated by both
tains along the east coast. These winds, called bora, affect JRP moorings and moorings from international partners
the northern Adriatic by changing its circulation for short collaborating on the study of the northern Adriatic [Lec c/
periods during and following events. Bora winds have al.. 2005b]. Instruments on each mooring measured currents
strong horizontal shear from interactions with the complex throughout the water column (ADCP). bottom temperature
mountainous east coast topography. Zre-Armanda and (by ADCP and at some sites by waveitide gauge), and
(;a ic [19871 analyzed current meter records in the northern bottom pressure (by ADCP or wave/tide gauge). Addition-
Adriatic under bora conditions and suggested that this wind ally, at some locations, measurements were made of botton
shear acts on the ocean to form two gyres. The first gyre is salinity (conducti% ity scnsors), bottom pressure from surface
the cyclonic one northeast of the Po River previously waves (wave/tide gauge), and surface wave parameters
discussed. The second is an anticyclonic gyre which forms (ADCP).
fiom the Po Ri\,er to the southern half of the coast of Istria. 22 ADCP Current Processing
The limited domain model of Kuzini and Ortjc [1987] and
the full Adriatic model of Orli(' al. [1994] predicted such [w] To reduce surface wavc aliasing. JRP ADCPs were

a double-gyre system during bora conditions, in agreement set to measure the currents using bursts of pings every

with measured currents. Recent modeling studies by Beg 15 tnin at 1 Hz sampling frequency. The low number of'
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Table I. Mooring Positions and Depths This technique tries to adjust model boundary conditions in

Mooring Ltitudc Longitudc Depth. in such a way to match the measured tidal ellipses at VR5

SS2 43 8351IN 13.3066'F 25 constrained by the dynamics and measurements at other
SS4 43 8S36"N 13.3667"1: 46 sites. However, as in the other modeling studies, the VR5
ss5 43 4307'N 13,42611. 57 ellipses could not be matched. Despite the lack of any
SS6 43.'4956N 13.5044 E N, physical evidence of instrument malfunction, the tilt dis-
SSK 44.2567'N 13,9053'T 65
QS9 44.4112'N 14,1748': 59 agreement with three independent modeling predictions
SS10 44.4512°N 1429041F 51 and with neighboring stations strongly suggests a compass
Cp2 44.4610"N 12.855 1 42 error is present in the VR5 data. Thereftre the currents at
('14 44.5402"N 13.1245"E 42 site VR5 were rotated 28' clockwise to align with the
Kill 44.7507"N 14.02131: 45
VRI 45.3119N 12.08 1°E 17 strong constraint variational data assimilation prediction
VR2 45.27s9'N 12.6370'E 25 determined from assimilating all JRP tidal mooring data
VR4 45 17S' N 13,1281IE 33 (with tile exception of VR5 currents).
VR5 45 1249 N 13.28371' 35
VRH, 45.4)581 N 13 536017 33 3. WAC Transport

[] It is well known that strong wind ecents in tile
northern Adriatic can drastically affect the circulation.
Figure 2 illustrates this point: persistent mean currents o\er

pings per burst that could be sustained It the 7-month particular days with strong wind forcing are many times
deployment duration limited the reduction of measurement stronger than the mean flow over the Adriatic season (as
noise that could be achieved by averaging pings. A proce- defined according to Artegiani e't al. f1997a]) during which
dure was developed [Book el al., 2007] to remove bad they occur. It is desirable to separate these strong wind
samples from the 15 min ensembles and filter and decimate periods from more general conditions so that statistics can
the data to produce hourly data with reduced noise. Quality be calculated separately for different cases and to extend the
control steps to exclude data consisted of internal ADd) applicability of' the statistics to periods other than October
tests for exclusion of data with poor signal correlation or 2002 through April 2003.
fish echo signatures, an objectively determined velocity [13l Book el al. [2005] showed that strong bora storn
error cutoff (velocity errors estimated from independent winds consistently enhance WAC flo along the Italian
measures of vertical velocity), exclusion of ensembles with slope north of Ancona. Italy. Therefore as well as providing
more than 40% (20% for surface measurements) of the data interesting results itself, the transport from the portion of the
marked bad by internal checks, exclusion of rare ensembles WAC calculated \%ith four JRP moorings closely spaced
with spikes in compass direction, and additional correlation across this slope is used to detect strong wind storms.
and fish echo tests. The surface echo interference zone was COAMPS" modeled winds [Martin et at., 2006] are used
truncated by constructing time series of sea surface height to verify qualitatively that transport peaks were associated
from pressure sensors and acoustic backscatter intensity with Adriatic wind storms rather than other I rcing events.
measurements and using these to exclude measurements at Our purpose in identifying storms in this paper is to dcx clop
or above the depth of the surface side lobe echo for each different cases for ocean statistics rather than for wind
measurement time. Linear compass drifts in some records statistics. For this purpose an occan-based technique has
\verc verified to be false trends by tidal analysis and an advantagc over classification based only on measured or
corrected by small gradual rotations ofcurrent vectors (less modeled winds because it will include any ocean spin-up
than 4" at all sites). Data gaps were then removed using a and spin-down from short-lived (in temis of wind) storms.
least squares technique that averages neighboring values in
depth and time, tides were removed using the response 3.1. Transport Methods
method, and the data were filtered with a 2-hour low-pass, 3.1.1. Transport Estimation
second-order Butterworth filter run forward and backward. [14] For the subsection of the WAC considered, the
Finally, data gaps of more than an hour were reinserted, and transport over the majority of the water column was
the data were decimated to hourly values. Book etal. [2007] calculated from the four moorings (SS2 and SS4 6) by
provides complete details of these processing steps. using the assumption that the spatial variability of low

[ii] At site VR5, extracted tidal ellipses were strongly between mooring sites was linear. Thus blocks could be
tilted wkith respect to tidal ellipses at neighboring stations forned between the point of mooring measurement and the
and the tidal solutions from Navy Coastal Ocean Model midpoint between moorings with the component of velocity
(NCOM) simulations run with the Oregon State University perpendicular to the section assigned to the box. Summing
tidal database as otrcing [Aarlin ef al., 2006]. The tilt of the product of the currents and the box areas gives the
VR5 ellipses also did not agree with predictions by portion of transport that was directly measured. Near-
Janckovi(' and Kttnic' [2005] from a tidal simulation using bottom boxes were truncated horizontally where necessary
the finite element model -'TruxtoniFundy" with boundary to prevent them from penetrating the bottom. This trunca-
conditions determined through data assimilation of coastal tion was done at the point (within I kin) where the bottom
tide stations. Therefore following the technique described sloped upward to within an instrument blanking distance
by Griffin and lhompson 11996], a strong constraint from the midpoint (in depth) of the box.
variational data assimilation scheme was applied to the [,] This technique takes advantage of the bin-averaging
vcrtically avcragcd tides derived from the JRP moorings, character of ADCP measurements but leaves out transports
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Figure 2. Mean currcnts observed for fall, winter, a day with strong sirocco wind, and a day with strong
bora wind. A velocity-scale vector is drawn in the bottom le of each panel. 'fihe ellipses drawn on the
sirocco and bora panels are the two-standard-deviation ellipses centered at the mean flow values.

fron water abo\e the ADCP surtace intcrference zone, zone using simple Ekman thcory with these values. 1"he
waler below the ADP blanking distance, and water in median percentage contribution from the combined top and
pockets "here the bottom deepens from the measurement bottom zones to the total transport is 130. A final 0.1"
point to the midpoint. The transports in the top surface correction was applied to the total transport to account for
interference zone (5 in or less) were estimated by assuming the diffcrcnce in the cross-section area and the combined
that the currents in this zone were identical to those area of the boxes.
measured in the highest-A)C' bin, i.e., an assumption of 3.1.2. Transport Error Estimation
no shear in the top few meters. [ry] The error in the transport from the measured portion
[i,] To estimate the transport firom the sloping bottom of the water column can be divided between an error caused

pockets, the velocities from the bounding measurement sites by imperfect measurements and an error due to the assump-
wcre extrapolated onto a 0.5 in by I km grid using the least lion of linearity between ADCP stations. The first error can
squares neighbor averaging technique. Then transports were be calculated from propagating the random and bias inca-
calculated from bins that have a majority of their area not surement errors and interpolation errors (together on a\er-
covered by the main blocks or the bottom blanking zone. age ±-1.5 cm!s) through the transport calculation. Thc use of
Finally, to estimate the transports from the bottom blanking four beams by the RDI ADCPs allows this instruniment to
zone (typically about 3 m) an estimated "free-stream" measure the variance of random enor for each bin and the
velocity was taken at 1 km increments as the velocity from correlation of the random error from bin to bin. The
the measured or interpolated box above that portion of the measured correlations for these particular sites are only
blanking zone. A vertical eddy viscosity coefficient was slightly larger than the expected 15% correlation between
estimated as 9 x 10 4 ni2/s by fitting timc-dependent adjacent depth bins caused by acoustic bin overlap, and
Ekmnan layers to iucasured tidal ellipses near the bottom, depth correlation length scales are all 1.5 iil or less. Ihis
Then the transport was estimated for the bottom blanking suggests that these random errors are dominated bN small-
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Figure 3. WAC transport (top) and estimated error (bottom panel) over the Italian slope across the
section extending from mooring SS2 to SS6. Minor tick marks denote the 5th. 100h, 15th, 20th. and 25th
of each month.

scale turbulence effects [e.g.. Lu and Lueck, 1999]. Bias these transports. The alternative methods used to derive the
errors (±0.5% of the currents plus ±0.5 cm/s for 300 kHz errors were using a linear fit in the top 5 m of' measured
ADCPs) are assumed independent between ADCP sites currents to extrapolate to current values in the top zone,
because each ADCP has a different bias. Interpolation errors using a Laplace equation extrapolation technique to fill in
from data gaps of more than an hour were assigned to the the 0.5 m by 1 kn grid for the bottom pocket boxes, and
value of the standard deviation of the perpendicular coin- estimating a "free-stream" velocity by projecting the
ponent of velocity at that level. Finally, a ±0.4 cm/s error velocity at the top of the blanking zone upward in the water
with a 10 m depth correlation length scale was included to column using Ekman theory. The standard deviation over
account for measuring currents during bursts rather than 2-day intervals of the differetnces in transport between these
continuously. Details of the measurement errors used in methods and those discussed in section 3.1.1 were con-
these calculations are discussed in Book (1 al. [2007]. bined with the estimates oerror derived from the measure-
Isi The linearity assumption error was estimated from ments and the linear assumption to produce a total transport

the NOM simUlation described by Martin ct al. [20061 error estimation.
wxith tidal fluctuations removed. Transports for the subsec-
tion of the WAC were calculated using every I km grid 3.2. Transport Time Series

point and also using the model values at the moorings sites [2o] Figure 3 shows the results of' the transport calcula-

with lincar interpolation. The difference time series between tions. Negative transport indicates volume flow toward the

these two transport calculations had a mean of 0.0027 Sv southeast, i.e., outflow from the northern Adriatic. The
(less outflow using the linear interpolation method), a mean transport between moorings SS2 and SS6 was

standard deviation of 0.0099 Sx+ and a correlation timescale -01470 ± 0.0043 Sv for the period of mooring deploy-

of 0.9 days. Measurements taken at twice the mooring ment. The transport correlation timescale for the SS2 6
resolution by a tethered, downward looking ADCP on section is 1.9 days and this result was used to estimate both

28 September 2002 (linear assumption 0.0002 Sv too low) the uncertainty in the mean transporl calculation and the

and on 2 October 2002 (linear assumption 0.0036 Sv too standard error of the mean. If the transport variation is

low) suggest that the linearity errors estimated from NCOM statistically stationary, then the expected error in using

might be too high. However, the NCOM derived bias and -0.1470 Sv as the mean for other periods is 0.0144 Sv.

standard deviation are not as limited in spatial resolution or On the basis of some preliminary transport estimates (not

to only two snapshots and arc therefore used in the transport shown) that make use of JRP data and inshore and offshorc

error estimate, rotary current meter data gathered by CNR-ISMAR-Ancona

[i,)j The transport error in the top and bottom zones was it is estimated that the flow along the slope region spanned

estimated by comparing diMThrent methods for estimating
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Table 2. Index of Strong Occan Response to Stonrs From 22 September 2002 to 5 May 2003

Stan Date Stall Time, UTC End Dale End Time, lTC Type Peaks Maximum Transport, S% Maximum (unein, cmi

22 Sep 211)0 25 Sep 1200 bora 1 -0.3613 56
14 No% 21010 20 Nov 11()100 sirocco 2 -1.5221 51
24 No'% 22111 28 No' 08111 sirocco I -(.3755 3S
0'3 Dec 1200 12 Dec 080o bora I 0.4337 45
16 Jan 23110 14 Jan 1300 bora 3 -0.5069 So
24 Jan 1SI00 28 Jan 5(111 bora I -1O411 I 41
01 Feb 0100 1)3 Feb 1100 hona I -0.3568 38
11 Feb 1400 21 Feb 0300 born 2 1.3421 41)
03 Apr 0100 06 Apr" 1800 borm I -0.3398 55

"Istimated using regression techniques with SS2 and 5 --6 transports only.

by SS2 SS6 is typically about two thirds of the total ocean conditions persist for some time after the wind has
outflow from the northern Adriatic. slowed. In fact, three of the ocean events have multiple.

[:i] Transport percentage errors are 12% or below for all strong peaks in outflow. Each peak is associated with
negative transports Nvith magnitudes greater than 0. 1 Sv (i.e. scparate wind bursts that are from different bora and sirocco
oulflow). The median transport percentage error is 9%. The atmospheric events. However these separate bora and siroc-
peaks in transport enor during the first portion of the record co events are spaced so closely in time that the ocean does
are mainly produced by estimated errors in the surface not fully spin down between events. Book er al 12005]
interterence zone transport. These periods of peak error found peak correlation between COAMP'S winds ofT" Istria
are caused by disagreement between the assumptions of and 16-hour-lagged WAC currents suggesting spin down
unifonl velocity and linear shear for the surface zone times of 16 hours or longer. Thus for the ocean, the eents
during near-inertial oscillation events. After 10 December, are not truly separable and merge to tbrm an extended bora
near-inertial oscillations with this characteristic are weak or or sirocco period.
not present and this source of error is reduced. The sharp [25] The maximum current column in Table 2 was calcu-
spikes in error during the latter hall' of the record occur lated by finding the maximum nontidal vertically averaged
because the ADCP batteries began to weaken, producing current speed at any JRP mooring during the storn event.
weakened signal strength and higher occurrences of data Although all 15 mooring sites were considered, the maxi-
gaps with durations greater than I hour. The linearity mum always occurred at site SS2 or SS4. Thus the maxi-
assLUmption error is estimated to have a standard deviation mum ocean response occurred far away from the peak
of nearly 0.01 Sv. but this significant random error is winds (likely near site KBI) for bora and opposed to the
represented as constant in Figure 3 (bottom). since its true wind direction for sirocco. The strongest bora currents were
time variation is unknown. observed oi 7 January, and the strongest sirocco currents

122] The transport of the WAC over the Italian slope were observed on 16/17 November. Peak bora-driven, WAC
decreases from Sej)tember to April with a best fit linear slope transport occurred on 9 January and peak sirocco-
slope of 2.7 x 10 S\ per day. Ilowever the main source of driven, WAC slope transport occuTed on 16 November.
low-frequency variability is concentrated into several trans-
port events with peaks in WAC slope outflow lasting several 4. Monthly Means
days. During these events, WAC slope outflow is 2 or
3 times greater than average. COAMPS reanalysis modeled y
winds [Martin e at., 2006] were used to verify that each of [] By excluding the storm index periods (section 3.3)

these events were associated with Adriatic wind storms. from mean calculations, the results should be more repre-
sentative of typical conditions. As an example, Figure 4

3.3. Strong Ocean Response Storm Index for shows the vertically averaged mean currents for November
2002/2003 with and without the storms. The general pattern of WAC

[23 To build an index of times of strong ocean response and EAC flows are the same for both calculations, howe\er
to wind forcing, the WAC slope transport was used to the mean strength of the WAC is much reduced for the
determine periods of' northern Adriatic circulation that statistics that exclude the two sirocco storm periods. The
drastically differed from "normal" conditions. First, periods sirocco events also alter the pattern of the mean for some
of outflow transport higher than 0.3 Sv were identified. sites such as KBI and VR5. The suggestion ol' a cyclonic
Then, to include spin-up and spin-down time, the peaks cell northwest ofCP2 3 is entirely hidden by the strength-
were traced forward and backward to the point at which ening of the EACAVAC system by the sirocco (see section 6. 1L.
transport fell below the best lit linear trend line. Each of This re,,ealed cyclonic cell does not appear in other
these events was classified as bora or sirocco storms on monthly means and is likely caused by the strong Po River
the basis of the wind patterns fromn COAMPS reanalysis outflow event that occurred in November/December. The
[Martin et al., 20061 and the results are shown in Table 2. flood peaked on 30 November with extended periods of

[2-t1 For most of the events the durations arc too long to strong outflow in November prior to the peak and in
match the general meteorological definition of bora December after the peak. However, excluding storm peri-
[I)orman et al., 2006]. Clearly. the ocean response spins ods. only 38% of the days for November and 9,1 for
down slower than the wind forcing and bora and sirocco December had Po River outflow greater than 4000 ni's.
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44-4

43.5 43.5-
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Figure 4. Mean vertically averaged currents for the month of November 2002 including strong stonn
periods (left) and excluding strong storm periods (right).

Storm periods also significantly alter the mean currents for outflow from the north side of Kvarner Bay from October
other months, with the largest change occurring for January. through February and inflow from March to April. Tables 3

[.,7 Figures 5 7 show the vertically averaged mean and 4 present the monthly averaged speed and direction
currents for other months. The FAC(,WAC system is clearly values for these vertically averaged currents. The uncertain-
present in the means lor the SS moorings in all seasons. The ties in these quantities are dictated by potential ADCP bias
cyclonic gyrc north of the Po River is also clear in the with median uncertainty values of ±0.5 cm's and ±10' for
means for the VR moorings for October through February. 300 kliz ADCP sites and ±0.3 cm/s and ±4' for SS2. VR I,
However, for March and April this circulation pattern is not and VR4 with higher-frequency ADCPs. Individual speed
present and the mean cunents are weak. During October uncertainties all vary less than 0. 1 cm/s firom these medians.
and December the CP mooring means indicate the presence but individual directional uncertainties vary more because
of flow that bounds the north edge of the EACWAC gyre. they are inversely proportional to mean speeds (e.g., dirce-
Cross-basin flow is also present at mooring CP3 for tional uncertainty for SS5 in November is ±3' and for VR6
February through April, but flow means at CP2 are near in February is ±30(). VR5 directions have higher uncertain-
lero. The nonstorm means lor mooring KB1 indicate ties because the velocities were rotated 28' clockwise to

45.5- 45.5

45- 45

"4.5" ".4--.5 "

44" :: 4

43.51 43.5

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15

Figure 5. Mean vertically averaged currents excluding strong storm periods for the months of October
2002 (lell) and December 2002 (right).
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t!

4544
44.5 _"."44.5

NI

43.5 43.5

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15

Figure 6. Mean ,%ertically averaged currents excluding strong storni periods for the months of JanUary
2003 (left) and February 2003 (right).

remove suspected bias (see section 2.2). On the basis of 4.2. Vertical Structure of Currents
tidal ellipse disagreements at other stations, the uncertainty [2,)] Figure 9 shows the magnitude of' the diflrence
in this rotation is estimated to be 16. vector between the monthly mean current at a particular

[2s] Mean currents are not often a good predictor of the depth and the vertically averaged monthly mean current. For
speed and direction of the currents at a particular moment a given month, at a particular depth, a nonzero value for this
for the northern Adriatic. As shown by Figure 8, the parameter represents a deiation in either current speed or
xariability about the mean in speed and direction is high current direction from the vertical mean vector. This pa-
for all sites e\en when storm periods are excluded. If the rameter represents a velocity form of the energy departures
currents were distributed binomially then only 39% of the from vertically unitbnn currents.
vectors would fall inside the ellipses of Figure 8. In reality, [3o] The mean currents in October (and to a lesser extent
48% of the currents fall inside the ellipses indicating a in November) at the WAC sites (SS2 6) had significant
departure from binomial statistics for northern Adriatic shear from the surface to the bottom. Surface Ilo\ws had
currents, higher speeds by 5 cm/s or more than the vertical a\erage

45.5- 4.5

45- 45-

44.5- - 44.5,

4444

43.5- 43.5

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15

Figure 7. Mean \ertically a,craged currents excluding strong sto-ni periods for the months of March
2003 (le) and April 2003 (right). April values for site SS4 arc not displayed here and in tbllowing
figures as the ADCP fhiled in early.
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Table 3. Means of Vertically Averaged Currents GiNen as Specd'Direction"

SS2 SS4 SS5 SS6 SS8 SS9 SS10

Oci 10I 7132 14(0 135 14.2 142 7.(,/151 7.1 271 11.2 244 3.4 29'9
Nm 9 1311 10.6 (132 10.0 (45 0.7, 45 3.2338 4.4 247 I I 1 309
Dcc 125 (1 9 61 34 6.3,147 41,'157 2.2319 24294 2.9,297
Jail 12.2 131 Q.8 136 8.8 147 4.6 166 3.6 286 2.3 293 2.2 28S
Feb 12.0 131 10.8 134 94 140 3.8 I59 5.0289 3.6 289 9, 41
Mal I,9 139 6.514( 9,W0145 ("s, 158 4.6'311 22 296 2,5 2QI
Apr 3.2 (32 4.4 142 3.3,103 1.5,282 1.2 2S7 2.3 305

Surocco 21M,130 31.6131 27.3, 135 22.9 143 14.8,287 18.2 297 12.3,303
Botra 25.9/ 29 298132 255,136 15.2 141 10.0,336 9.5 338 5.31

'trits for speed arc cm Direction is dcgicc true.

speed and bottom flows had lower speeds by approximately higher-density waters inshore of SS5 during w inter. The
5 cm's. This trend is especially accented for the inshore site observations of a local velocity maximum near 5(1 m depth
(SS2) where surlace speeds were more than 12 cm/s higher around 30 km offshore of Italy both in 2001 and 2003
(black indicates off-scale speed in Figure 9). This same suggests that this may be a general feature of the WA(
form of top to bottom shear in October was also present to a system in winter. The peak in speed at depth was also
lesser extent at sites SSX 9, KBIL CP2, and VRI. These observed to a lesser extent at site SS4 in December,
October and November shears are likely caused by stratifi- February. and March and at site SS6 in December and
cation as strong storms have been excluded from these March.
monthly means and the highest shears were measured at [33] Sites SS2, CP2, and VRI all had significant surtace
sites far from where direct wind forcing was strongest. That intensification of currents in December, January, and
is, it is unlikely that these monthly averaged shears can be February. These stations are closest to Italy where the Po
sustained by any other mechanism except stratification. River plume is generally located. Stratification from this

[ i i CTD ((onduCtiity-Teniperature-Depth) data taken plutne appears to have moved oflshore to these sites most
within 5 km of JRP moorings were used to examine these frequently in winter. At other times it is possible that either
stratification inferences from vertical current shears. The the Po plume is not affecting these sites or these sites are
ClTD data were collected and shared by various institutions completely in the plume from surface to bottom. It is
as part of a joint focus on the northern Adriatic during unclear if this result could be extrapolated to other years
2002 2003 I,ce et al., 2005b]. Each profile is a snapshot of or if it is only due to the large Po flood that occurred in
the stratification at a given time and therefore may or may November'December 2002. A similar peak in speed difte'r-
not represent typical stratification over a month for non- ence at the surface occurred at site KB1 for these 3 months.
stonin times. For October the CTD data generally support This suggests the presence of a front and'or fresh coastal
the stratification inferences from the currents, as profiles water near the north side of Kvarner Bay during w\inter.
1iom SS2-5 showed the highest degree of stratification, However, frictional wind shear from repeated weak storm
profiles from SS6-10, (P2. VRI, and VR4. showed mod- events cannot be excluded as a possible explanation for tilis
crate stratification, and profiles from CP3, KBI. VR2. and result because of the mooring's position underneath the
VR5-6 showed weaker stratification. expected pathway of the bora wind jet.

1;21 At site SS5, the speed difference peaks near the [34] Very few CTDs were taken near the JRP moorings
bottom for monthly means from December through March. from January through March. The limited number of pro-
This peak is not caused by a reduction in speed but rather by files during this period at SS4-10. KBl, and VR5-6 show
a speed increase. Book et al. [2005] also observed such a that the water column was unstratified at these sites during
peak from an AI)CP mooring in nearly this exact location the measurements. Profiles at SS2 for January indicate some
during the winter of 2001. Under geostrophy this implies stratification in support of the current shear results, but the

Table 4. Means of Vertically Averaged Cun-ents (iisen as Speed'Directiona

('12 ('P3 K11I VR I VR2 VR4 VR5 VR6

(cl 1.2 134 2.4'268 3.8, 97 5.51225 4 (,;235 29 281 3.9 33
)  39 346

No\ 2.895 2.834 1.2 (6t, 6.4222 3.5,245 4.0,3 1.049 3.4.32;
Dec 3 1 173 2.3.249 3.7 232 6.0,239 4.7,234 4.,,356 .74 1.1 144
Jail 1sIso I.43106 2.3,237 52228 4.4,235 3.9.349 I 75 0.725
Fcb 117245 4.1,247 23,242 6.7.224 4.7,229 3.27 3.443 1( 112
Mar 11.5,'326 2.4,252 1.4 IS 0,5,216 0.6,55 1.48'4 1.4 130) 1. 1 122
Apr 0.53 05 2.1221 1.3:335 2.2,50 1.7179 1 .4lXS 0,6,351,S 2.S,333

Sirocco 14 7 3 7.7,226 6.2 22 6.4,233 7.2,254 4.3,279 55,313 S2, 117
Bora I 4,245 10.11 256 3.8 285 14.4 224 16.1224 6.8 347 1i 7119 5 n. I 12

1' nis for speed arc col". Dirction is dcgrecs inc.
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in the inertial oscillation energy band (as indicated by the
clockwise rotary peaks at most stations). A mean and eddy
kinetic energy division of vertical averages and vertical

45.6- _ departures was used to analyze the nontidal variability
shown in these spectra and the variance ellipses of Figure 8
with regard to depth dependence and seasonalitv. At each
mooring the currents were divided into four components:

45-
al(:, t) - al (t) + di*( t),

, fi(z.t} =til, i(t) + d()+t*'(t. {I

44.5- In this expression, [ is vertical average. * is vertical
departure from the vertical average, is time average over a
I month period, and ' is departure from the monthly time
average. Although, fl and ir(z) arc not timc-dependent

44-. -within a month, their values do vary from month to month
in this method. From these four components, two mean
kinetic energy terms and two eddy kinetic energy terns can

10: be derived:
43.5-

MKEF - (1,/27 .

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 EKE (t) - (1/2) d't t),

Figure 8. Mean vertically averaged currents excluding MKE*(: - (1/2) -iw(:).f*{zj.

strong storn pctiods lor the period from October 2002 EKI*(z.t t) (1/2) -If (Z.t) i*'(:.t. 2.
through April 2003. One (7 standard deviation ellipses are
drawn centered at the tip of the mean current vectors. The "eddies" that contribute to the two eddy kinetic energy

terms are defined here to include not only mesoscale eddics
but all phenomena where current flow departs from monthly

profiles from February arc unstratificd. Lee el al. [2005al averages.
present TriSoarus towed prolile results from cruises of RiV [37] The vertical average of the monthly averaged total
Knorr, including a cruise in February 2003. Profiles near kinetic energy per unit mass can be expressed in temis of
site CP2 show stratification caused by Po plume water these four energy terms:
overtopping cold dense water. Also, a series of profiles in
a radiator pattern were taken just oftshore of Kvarner Bay T

and mooring KBI during the 11 21 Februaiy bora period. TKE - KF + -
The measurements show a complex horizontal frontal ,
system of unstratified water masses. As the winds relax at I N E3
the end of thcir survey. the vertical front begins to slump Y Y (3)
indicating one possible mechanism for the establishment of TIN"

stratification at site KB I.
[13] With tile exception of site SS2, the magnitude of the 5.1. Energy of Vertically Averaged Currents

velocity departures fi-om the vertically averaged velocities
was rclativcly small (usually less than 5 cnls everywhere) [i] Figure I1 shows the variation by month and by

even for the sites discussed above. At other sites and for station for the first two terms of equation (3). All time

other months, the magnitudes are often near zero. The means in these energy calculations have been calculated

monthly mean currents at sites CP3, SSIO, VR2, and VR5 excluding the strong storm periods (section 3.3).

remain close to vertically uniform for all months. Current [1] Figure II (top) is eqUiNalent to an energy rcprescn-
shear was generally very' small from December through tation of the mean currents displayed in Figures 4 7.

October (x) had more mean energy in e ACec r uA("
April for most stations. In March the shear was near zero at rg
all sites, including site SS2. system than other months. In general, the vertically aver-

aged mean kinetic energy in the EAC'1WAC system was
higher than in other locations for all months. In October ( x)

5. Kinetic Energy Per Unit Mass and November (*), WAC flow peaked at sites SS4 SS5:
I%1 Figure 10 shows vertically averaged rotary spectra from December through February (o, *, and 0) WAC flow

for the JRP mooring sites. They were calculated from the showed a strong decrease from site SS2 toward offshore, in
data before detiding and filtering using the method of March (zA) and April (0) a weaker WAC flow again peaked
Mooers [1973] with Welch's averaged pcriodogram method offshore of SS2. With the exception of in October, the EAC
over block lengths of 512 hours (-21 days) and 50% did not have as distinct spatial peaks in flow as the WA.
overlapping Flanning windows. This figure shows signifi- Vertically averaged mean kinetic energies were relatively
cant energies at timescales shorter than I month, especially low for all sites outside of the EAC/WAC" system. At site
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Figure 9. Colors show magnitudes ol the monthly mean of vector current dit'erence betw,een obscrxcd
flow at depth and vertically averaged flow. The x axis tick marks denote the stal of each month from
October to May. The periods ot strong storms that were excluded from the means are indicated as white
bars through the monthly blocks. Black indicates off-scale speeds.

VR I. near Venice, the energy did have a modest peak tbr all 5.2. Energy From Vertical Structure of Currents
months except March and April. [4] Figure 12 shows the contributions from the vertical

[-] Figure I I (bottom) shows contributions to the energy structure terms (last two) of equation (3). Figure 12 (top)
budget from vertically uniforn "eddy" (i.e., temporally shoN&s the additional energy from the nonuniflorm structure
varying) structures with timescalcs less than I month. of the monthly mean currents. With the exception of site
Blrotropic meanders, barotropic eddies, and seiches are SS2 in October, these energies are all relati%ely low. As
examples of events that would contribute to this term. discussed in section 4.2 the monthly mean currents are
October had the highest energy of this type for most sites, relatively uniform with depth through much of the water
November had high vertically averaged eddy energy at the column for all months.
[AC sites. For the WAC. eddy energy %Aas highest at the [43] In contrast, the energy contributions from time-vary-
inshore site (SS2) with exceptionally high values Ibr Janu- ing vertically structured "'eddies" (Figure 12, bottom) are
ary and February. Site KBI had relatively high eddy energy comparable to the energy contributions from time-varying
tbr all months except April. On the VR section. eddy energy vertically uniform "'eddies- (Figure I, bottom). Examples
had a local peak at site VRI. - of events that contribute to the last term in equation (3)

1411 The ratio (not shown) of'FKF(t) to MKET is above include Po plume filaments and eddies, and near-inertial
3 tbr all months at sites SSIO, KBI, and CP2. Also the ratio oscillations. The energy in this term for most sites was
is near 2 or higher for all months at sites CP3, VR5 and significantly higher in October than other months, although
VRO. In contrast, the ratio is below 2 for all months at the the energy was also high in April at several sites. In
WAC sites of SS4. SS5, and SS6. The median for all sites of February and March the energy fiom vertically structured
this eddy-to-mean kinetic energy ratio rounds to 2 for all eddies was relatively low at most sites. However, the energy
months except for March and April. In March the median did peak to moderate values near the Italian coast south of'
ratio is Q and in April it is 6. the Po (sites CP2 and SS2) in February and near the Italian

north coast (sites VRI, VR2, and VR4) in March. The
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Figure 10. Vertically averaged rotary spectra of the JRP ADCP data prior to detiding and filtering. The
positive (counterclockwise) rotary spectra are drawn as thick lines and the negative (clockwise) rotary
spectra are drawn as thin lines. The vertical dotted lines indicate the frequency of inertial oscillations at
each station.

median for all sites of the ratio (I /N) ' 'v EKE*(z.t) to cycles per day). Figure 14 shows the percentage of

EKEt(1) decreases from 1.1 to 0,6 from October through (IIN) V, EKE* (:,) that can be explained by energy
l)ecember. ranges from 0.4 to 0.3 in January through in this frequency band. The percentages are especially high
March. and peaks to 1.8 for April. In April the median for all stations in April and for stations SS5, SS6, and SS8

ratio of ( IN) Y v EKE*(: t) to MKE- is above 12. in October. Near-inertial energy is a relatively high percent-
age of the vertically varying eddy energy at site CP2 for all

[.] The square root of2 times EKF*(z. t) is displayed in months and at the VR moorings for all months except
Figure 13 to show the depth structure of the vertically January and February. Removing the near-inertial oscilla-
varying eddies. The factor of 2 and the square root is used v
for easier comparison to Figure 9. The velocity range for tions lowers the ratio of (IIN) E

'--, EKE*(:.t) to other

Figure 13 is double that of Figure 9 illustrating the fact that energy terms but the only qualitative change is a reduction
in the relative magnitude of the October and April peaks.EKE*(:.t) is greater than MKE*(:) at all locations, all As K*z, ssilgetrta K*: o l u

depths. and all m onths w ith the only exception of the A lso E E* ( ) ins g r ea on and sta llons.

bottom 2 m of site SS2 in January. Energy is surface i,v Fi ure 15 shows the relativc contributions of each of

intensified at many sites, especially at sites SS2 5, CP2 th6 Figur 15 shows t the verti ons a cac of '

3, ad VI 4 6ctberandApri ted t hav hiherthe terms of equation (3) to the vertieal average of' thie
3, and VR 1 4. October and April tend to have higher monthly averaged total kinetic energy per unit mass. Near-

EKE*(z. t) than other months. inertial oscillations have been filtered out of these results as
[4s] H-lowever, especially for April, much of this higher described in the prcvious paragraph. With the exception of

energy is due to the presence of ncar-inertial waves. The sites SS2, VRI. and VR2 in March and April, spatial
contribution of oscillations from this frequency band was variance is generally greater than seasonal variance. In the
estimated by calculating the energy terms from velocities WAC, over 50% of kinetic energy generally comes from
after the application of a fourth-order stop band filter run vertically unitbn mean flows. around 30% from vertically
ibrward and backward using cutoff frequencies of 1.2 and uniform eddies, and over 10% trom vertically varying
1.9 cycles per (lay (inertial oscillation frequency is 1.4 eddies. In contrast, the contributions in the [AC arc around
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Figure 11. Monthly means excluding strong storm periods of MKEJ (lop) and -TL -F EKE'(/) (bottom).
Lines for different months are delineated by the following: crosses for October. stars for November.
diamonds tor December. asterisks tbr January, circles for February, triangles for March. and squares
fbr April.
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Figure 12. Monthly means excluding strong storm periods of M KE*(z) (top) and

TV"- - I KL*(-, t) (bottom). Lines for different months are delineated by the following: crosses
lbr October. stars lor Nov ember, diamonds for December, asterisks for January. circles for February,
triangles for March, and squares for April.
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Figure 13. As in Figure 9. but colors are the square root of 2 times LKE*(:, t) (imonthly mean).

20% from vertically unitonn mean flows, around 60% for
vertically uniform eddies, and over 15% tbr vertically
varving eddies. For the moorings in the middle of the o
northern Adriatic (CP2 3 and KBI), even higher percen-
tagcs of the total kinetic energy were from eddy tenns with
generally less than I0% from vertically averaged mean

flows, around 60%,° from vertically unifonn eddies, and
around 30% from vertically varying eddies. Along the VR so-
mooring line from Venice to Istria, the contribution from
vertically unifomi mean flows generally decreased from
40% to 10%. the contribution from vertically unifomn 40,

eddies increased from 4 0'%, to 60%, and the contribution
fron vertically varying eddies was typically 20% or higher.

6. Strong Storms

[1j In the northern Adriatic, strong storms drastically

alter the circulation. Their effect is pronounced enough to
inlluence both seasonal and annual means. During the study 101
period. 0.0425 Sv (29,o) of the 0.1470 Sv mean outflow
transporl along the Italian slope is due to the occunence of Figure 14. Percentages by month of the portion of
strong storms. The average transport (including spin-up and _L ' EK tai

TIx EKE* I z, i) taisprodumced by energy inth
spin-down times) was -0.2806 Sv for strong bora periods frequency band between 1.2 and 1.9 cycles per day. Lines
and 0.3092 Sv fbr strong sirocco periods. The bora for different months are delineated by the tbllowing: crosses
average is probably a more accurate representation of for October. stars for November, diamonds for December,
averagce conditions than the sirocco average as it represents asterisks for January, circles for February, triangles for
an average over 38 days divided among 10 transport peaks March. and squares fOr April.
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Figure 17. EOF mode I (top). mode 2 (bottom, thick line), and mode 3 (bottom, thin line) time
amplitudes. Minor tick marks denote the 5th. 10th, 15th. 20th, and 25th of each month.

[4] The average sirocco circulation (Figure 16, left) has a (EOF) analysis was performed fbr the complete set of
very strong FAC'WAC system with peak flow at site SS4 in vertically averaged velocities measured from the JRP moor-
the WAC and at site SS9 in the EAC. Cyclonic turning/ ings. Eigenvectors and time-dependent amplitudes (eigen-
closure of the gyre occurs around sites CP2 and CP3. functions) were calculated using the singular '.alue
Vertically avcraged flows in the WAC are accelerated decomposition technique described by anmery and Ihom.von
directly against the direction of sirocco winds. Turning of [1997].
flow in a cyclonic type pattern also occurs at sites VR4 6 [52] The first EOF mode explains 40.4 of the variance
although this northern system is not as strongly excited as and it has a clear physical interpretation. Figure 17 (top)
the southern cyclonic gyre. Flow is moderate at sites KBI, shows the time amplitude of the first mode. This time series
VRI, and VR2, directed into Kvarner Bay at site KBI and has a remarkable correspondence to peaks in WAC outflow
toward the southern Venice lagoon inlet at sites VRI 2. along the Italian slope (Figure 3, top) with a 0.93 correlation
[iI] The average bora circulation (Figure 16, right) is coefficient between these two time series. The spatial

similar to the sirocco circulation in that the EACWAC pattern of the eigenvectors for mode one is shown in
system is accelerated, but there are many distinct differences Figure 18 and is very similar to the mean bora ocean
in the two patterns. The WAC pattern is very similar to the response (Figure 16, right). Excitation of flow in the bora
WAC pattern of the sirocco, but with slightly faster flows at pattern is the source of highest variability considering all
the inshore site (SS2). The FAC is quite diflerent as it tilts JRP mooring sites. The three sirocco peak excitations also
toward Kvarner Bay during bora instead of tilting toward correspond to peaks in EOF mode one excitation. This
Italy as observed during sirocco. Under bora conditions, reflects the similarities between bora and sirocco excitation.
vertically averaged flo\ it the north entrance to Kvarner [iH] EOF modes two and three explain I 1.0% and 9.4"%
Bay (site KBI) is weakly directed outward toward Istria in of the variance, respectively (Figure 17, bottom). Their
the mean. Flow at site CP3 is directed toward the Italian amplitudes peak together during the beginning of the
coast and a stagnation point occurs at site CP2. Currents at sirocco periods, then mode two excitation decays to zero
sites VRI 5 suggest a strong northern cyclonic cell. The and mode three amplitudes peak in the negali%c direction
low from VR5 to VR6 has rotated clockwise providing as the sirocco event evolves with time. When the modes
evidence Ibr the existence ofan anticyclonic circulation cell vary in this way, they represent corrections to the bora
against Istria in mean bora conditions. excitation pattern (mode one) that transfoin it into the

sirocco excitation pattern. Flowever, the spatial pattern of
6.2. EOF Analysis mode two or mode three alone does not have a clear

[sij 1To examine the overall storm contribution to the physical interpretation.
variability of the currents beyond the WAC sites of SS2- 6 ji4] EOF modes two and three also illustrate the variabil-
considered in section 3. an empirical orthogonal function ity in the excited circulation patterns caused by ditTerent
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I January April (winter), May June (spring), July October
9W mode I (summer), and November December (fall) on the basis of

relative heat storage from hydrographic data, while Poulain
455 [2001] defined the seasons as January March (wvinter),

April --June (spring), July-September (summer), and Octo-
ber December (fall) on the basis of kinetic energy from
drifter data. The definition of Poulain [2001] is more

45- applicable to circulation means as the seasons are deter-
1 mined by a circulation parameter rather than a thennohaline

parameter. However. as strong wind storms have a major
impact on the kinetic energy, the definition of Poidain

44.5- / - [20011 is likely to be sensitive to the average frequency of
strong slonis for particular months. Another reason that the
kinetic energy season definition may be less valid for our
monthly means is that the seasons 6or the whole Adriatic

44 may not be appropriate for the subbasin of the northern
Adriatic. The northern Adriatic is roughly only one third of
the area used to calculate drifner kinetic energy.

[57] The etlect of strong storm frequency on the drifter
.seasons was estimated using a simple calculation with

3.5- QUIKSCAT winds from 1999 2006. Winds from

44.3750 N, 13.625'E that exceeded 10 m,s were used to
identify stoms. Storms were classified as bora if winds

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 were from the northeast quadrant and as sirocco if %%inds

Figure 18. Spatial structure function of currents for EOF were from the southeast quadrant. The average frequenc)

mode I. for each month and each September May period was
compiled from these results. The average frequencies of
sirocco and bora peak in November and December, respec-

bora. Modes two and three sometimes have positive or tively, under these definitions. Pou/ain [200 11 fbund that the
negati\e peaks that are relatively strong during bora peaks average total kinetic energy peaked in December, the month
but the pattern is not consistent for difTerent bora periods or of the QUIKSCAT bora peak. llowever the drifter kinetic
even tbr different bora peaks within a bora period. That is, energy decreases more rapidly in January from the peak
for individual times the bora circulation that was measured value than the QUIKSCAT decrease in bora frequency.
oftcn had second-order departures from the field shown in [5s] For 2002/2003, our monthly mean results excluding
Figure 18. strong stonn periods (Figures 4 7 and 9) show a seasonal

separation of October. Dcembcr through February. and

7. Discussion March through April. October generally has more kinetic
energy (Figure 11) and vertical stRicture (Figure 9) than

[5s] Froin October 2002 through April 2003 the northern other months. The FAC/WAC system is relatively \ery
Adriatic experienced extended periods of strong wind strong, the northern cyclone is relatively strong, and low
forcing that caused the circulation to depart drastically from is out of Kvarncr Bay at KBI. The means of Dcember
typical strengths and patterns (Figure 2). Blending such through February arc qualitatively similar. The EACWAC
times into monthly circulation means produces fields that system is relatively strong, the northern cyclone is relatively
are representative of neither the strong wind response strong, flow is out of Kvarner Bay at KBI, and mean
circulation nor the general circulation and thereby masks currents have relatively little vertical structure away from
features of both circulations. The circulation process is not the coastal sites near Italy and site KBI. lto\,\cver the
stationary or crgodic over monthly timescales: and statisti- circulation at sites CP2 and CP3 do show month to month
cal means are cry sensitive to the number and timing of differences in this period. The vertically averaged means fbr
stoms fOr a given year. By calculating separate statistics for March and April have similar relatively weak EAC'WAC
the storm and nonstorm periods, this sensitivity is removed systems. no discemable northern cyclones, and inflow at
and mean fields are more likely to match observed con- site KB I. However, April had a larger percentage of kinetic
ditions for particular times and be applicable to other years. energy in the near-inertial band than March.
This dynamics-based averaging applied to cun-ents is sir- [5] The monthly mean maps excluding strong storm

ilar to the concept of using a mode-based climatology for periods should not be interpreted as nonboranonsirocco
hydrographic data described by klfjries and Lee [2007]. northern Adriatic circulations. COAMPS wind fields and

[5(,] Although the JRP mooring measurements cover only Figure 3 clearly show the presence of bora wind events that
a particular year and therefore the results should be inter- have not been excluded. Weak and transient bora and
pretcd with considerations of interannual variability, it is sirocco events occur to some degree during every period
still useful to compare these results to other climatologies Of and increase the general variability of the circulation. It is
the Adriatic. Particularly. there are differences between how not practical or desirable to remove these contributions ftom
the seasons of the Adriatic are defined in other works. For the means and variances because the ocean response does
example, ,tIgiani ef al. [1997a] define the seasons as
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not reach a fully developed separate state during the events the total kinetic energies closer to Istria are generally higher
as it does for the strong storms. from October through December than from January through

[60] The mean circulation for November differs qualita- April. Mean kinetic energy is generally lower than eddy
tively from both the October pattern and the December kinetic energy in the region, especially close to Istria.
February pattern. This could be caused by a true seasonal Significant amounts of eddy kinetic energy are from verti-
difference as the northern Adriatic stratification erodes or it cally varying currents and somewhat less than half of these
could he caused by the extreme Po River outflow event latter energies are due to near-incrtial .%avcs (except in
during the latter half of No%crmbcr 2002. The Po was January and February). The disappearance of the northern
measured at a peak flow rate of 7960 ml/s on 30 November cyclone near Venice in March and April is accompanied by
compared to the winter average of 1500 tin/s reported by an increase in vertically varying eddies from both near-
Raicich [1994]. The flow pattern toward Croatia at site inertial waves and other sources.
C'2 3 is different than tile patterns at these sites for other [65] Ursella et at. [2006] produced mean and eddy kinetic
months. This difference and the closeness of these stations energy maps for the northern Adriatic from surface drillers
to the nonnal Po plume path suggest that the flood may be deployed in 2002 and 2003. They analyzed the energies by
detennining the flow there. In November the WAC and season and separately by various wind storm periods and
Italian side of the northern cyclone remain well defined, but low-wind Po River flood and nonflood times. Comparisons
the average flow is somewhat more variable on the Croatian between their results and Figures 11 15 arc problematic
side of the basin. The second half of the Po flood event because of differing methodologies as their maps for fall
occurs in December. However, the December means aver- and winter include strong storms and their maps for low-wvind
age over relati%ely little of the Po flood period as much of it conditions are separated by high and low Po outflow con-
is excluded by the occurrence of the strong bora storm ditions. Regardless, our results do demonstrate (Figures 12
during 3 12 December (Table 2). and 13) that eddy kinetic energy at the surface may be

[1i] It is unclear if the inlluence of the river flooding considerably higher than the vertical average ofeddy kinetic
could explain the winter peak in mean and eddy vertical energy.
current sinictures observed at stations VR I. CP2, SS2, and [t,] The observed vertical structure of kinetic energies for
Kill (Figures 9 and 13). VRI, CP2, and SS2 are the stations October suggest that the water column was more stratified
closest to the Italian coast where the Po plume should be than in other months at most sites. In contrast, the lack of
lound most ollen. but the fresh waters from the flood in vertical structure in the mean currents and kinetic energics
November/December would have to have a long residence for the period of December (excluding the Po flood/bora
time in order to afect the February means. Perhaps the period) through March suggests that the water column was
circulations of the frequent bora during this period act to typically unstratified at most sites. Even though only slight
trap fresh water in the northern Adriatic. K1I is near the (monthly) mean vertical shear was observed, the increased
Rata River. Orli( ef al. [2006] document a peak in this relative occurrence of near-inertial waves at all sites in April
river's outflow in November 2002. Similarly to the other suggests that waters have begun to restratily. The C TDs
sites, this river peak could explain the winter peak in current taken near JRP mooring sites support these conclusions. For
verlical structure if the residence time of fresh water in the period September 2002 to May 2003, higher levels of
Kvarner Bay is relatively long. However since this site is stratification were observed for the months of September.
close to the general location of the Istrian front where the October, April. and May. Limited number of CTI) profiles
warner waters of the EAC turn northwestward, stratilica- showed generally very weak stratilication front November
lion is more likely caused by frontal dynamics and slumping through March.
as observed by Lee et al. [2005a] in February. [(,7] Some new observational details emerge from the

I12] The kinetic energy calculations suggest a seasonal mean circulation field calculated only from times of strong
cycle in the WAC with high energies in October, moderate ocean response to bora stonn events. Strengthening of the
energies fiom November through February, and weaker WAC during bora was observed by programs in tile 1980s
energies in March and April. WAC kinetic energy is [see Cushman-Roisin e al., 2001] and further documented
approximately c\cnly divided between mean and eddy by Book el al. [2005]. The mean bora circulation (Figure 16)
forms with the greatest percentage of noninertial eddy shows not only enhanced flow in the EAC/WAC gyre but a
energy associated with vertically unitbrn variations. These distinct tilt in the EAC toward Kxarner Bay. NCOM
variations arc likely caused by WAC meanders. A seasonal predictions of cross-basin flow near Ancona and the pro-
cycle is also suggested for the EAC energies. with higher duction of meanders in the EAC in the region south of
energies in October and November than other months. Kvamer Bay [Martin o al., 2006] qualitatively agree \N ith
I lowever kinetic energy is mainly in the form of vertically this observed tilt, but other possible circulation patterns
unilonn eddies (meanders). This supports the conventional cannot be ruled out. Our results also imply considerable
view of a weaker more diffuse and varying current. spatial variance of flow southeast of the Po as the mean at

[6k] A seasonal cycle is less clear for the region southeast CP3 is directed toward Italy but a short distance away (at
of the Po River and for Kvamer Bay. but there is a general site CP2) the flow has nearly zero mean.
kinetic energy decrease from October through April. [,s] Stmrm ne aL. [19921 and others have observed the
Mean kinetic energy is universally low Ifr these regions, northern cyclone in satellite images during bora. Our mean
but eddy kinetic energy causes the total kinetic energy to field shows significant strengthening of this gyre during
reach values similar to those at other non-WAC sites. bora. The double-gyrc theoretical and modeling results haxe

[f,41 In the northern cyclonic gyre region a clear seasonal predicted bifurcation of the bottom portion of the cyclonic
cycle is not evident with respect to kinetic energy. although gyre close to Istria to fonn an anticyclone oflshore of tile
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southern portion of the peninsula. Drifters have previously The peaking of the (bora pattern) mode one amplitude
traced out this circulation for particular 10-day periods during the strong sirocco further highlights the first-order
[Alauri anil Pouain, 2001], but our results from VR5 and similarities in the northern Adriatic response to bora and to
VR6 confirn the bifurcation in this region as the mean bora sirocco. The outflow transport of the WAC over the Italian
circulation condition. Our method of averaging over seven slope is an effective proxy for the amplitude variations of
strong bora periods effectively illuminates this result as the this mode one pattern at mooring positions dispersed
observed degree of bifurcation shows considerable variance throughout the northern Adriatic.
from bora to bora. A discussion of variability of bora
circulation patterns is beyond the scope of this paper. 8. Conclusions
Ku:mi( et al. 120061 examine bora induced flows in more
detail from two of the bora periods during winter 2003 [72] ADCP current meters deployed throughout the north-
using observational and model results. cm Adriatic from October 2002 through April 2003 ob-

[e,91 An even more intriguing result comes from the mean served high levels of variability associated with wind storml
sirocco circulation. The FAC!WAC system is greatly en- events. The variability manifests itself as strong WAC
hanced for three dilterent sirocco peaks over two different transport increases along the Italian slope, with volume
sirocco periods in November 2002. Orli cl al. [1994J outflow from the northern Adriatic more than doubling its
considered the possibility of sirocco WAC enhancement mean of0. 1470 Sv for several day periods. The WAC slope
using an idealized sheared wind that goes to zero at the outflow time series is nearly equivalent to the calculated
Italian coast. However, using a more realistic wkind they mode one EOF time-amplitude for the vertically averaged
found a more complicated pattern of downwind flow over currents at all sites which represents the time evolution of
the Italian shelf and upwind flow over the Italian slope. The the spatial structure that explains the largest amount of
current observations taken by .4rtegiani et al. [1983] in variability.
I9R1 very near the location of mooring SS2 showed 17;] Ifthe storm variability is not removed belore Calcu-
weakening of the WAC circulation during the times of lating monthly means, the means are heavily influenced by
sirocco wind pulses implying that their mooring was located the number, strength, and duration of storms that occur in a
in the downwind flow regime of Orli(' et al. [1994]. In gi%en month and reflect neither average storn conditions
contrast, during the November 2002 siroccos. vertically nor typical nonstorm conditions. For the purpose of strong
a\,craged flow at SS2 wxas strengthened in the direction of storm identification in this context it is important that they
the WAC matching the strengthening observed further be identified from ocean parameters instead ofnieteorolog-
offshore. Averaging masks considerable depth and time ical parameters to account for ocean spin-up and spin-down
variability of SS2 currents during the events and further times. Using this procedure, these current meter data pro-
exploration and comparison to past research is warranted. vide the first, full depth, basin wide, monthly circulation
By only identifying storms that increase WAC slope trans- averages for nonstorm conditions. The means of kertically
port above a threshold value, this analysis could have averaged currents show that for October 2002 through April
missed sirocco wind events that decreased WA( slope 2003 the EAC/WAC system was present for every month
outflow. tlowevcr, in Figure 3 decreases in transport not and the norlhern cyclone was present for all months except
associated with flow peaks are generally not drastic, rever- March and April. Circulations in October wvere more ener-
sals are hardly present. and it would be difficult to distit- getie than those in other months, circulations from Decem-
guish these statistically from "normal" conditions. her through February were of moderate energy with similar

[-7] Other observations of the WAC at the ocean surface monthly average patterns, and circulations in March and
have found that it is v\cakcned by sirocco. CODAR currents April were weaker with different monthly average patterns.
presented in Figures 3 10 of Cushman-Roisin ef al. [20011 November circulations wvere transitional between October
and compiled sirocco float means from Ursella ei aL [20061 flows and winter flows with a unique cross-basin flow south
show weak currents over broader scales than could be of the Po toward Istria. likely caused by a Po flood. The
inferred from the measurements of,4rlcgiani ci al. [1983]. vertical structure of cUrTents suggests that stratification was
Perhaps there is a near-surface effect, Orlic et al. [19941 present in October for most sites and that stratification was
predicts that downwind flow extends farther offshore at the enhanced at the Italian coastal sites and in K amer Bay
surface than at depth. Regardless, our measurements show during winter even as other sites became unstratified.

that the bulk flow of the EAC'/WAC system wvas strength- [74j] Kinetic energies in the WAC are approximately
cned over a wide area and for an extended time during the equally divided between mean and eddy terms over monthly
siroccos of November 2002. The sirocco period firom 14 timescales while those of the EAC are predominately from
20) November had the highest-WAC slope transport that was eddy terms. For the EAC/WAC system, eddy kinetic energy
observ,ed despite the fact that it had a much lower maximum is mainly from vertically unilorm eddies, likely caused by
velocity than what occurred during the bora period from meanders in the system. Elsewhere in the regions of the
January 6 to January 14 (Fable 2). A dedicated reexamina- northern Adriatic that were sampled, eddy kinetic energy
lion of the eflect of sirocco on the WAC using recent was generally larger than mean kinetic energy. Vertically
observations and new modeling tools is needed to reconcile varying currents were important to the total kinetic energy
these v arious results. budget through their eddy kinetic energies, but their monthly

[-i] The EOF analysis of the JRP mooring vertically mean kinetic energies were negligible. Near-inerlial oscil-
averaged curTents show s that the largest basin-wide, coher- lations contributed strongly to eddy kinetic energy in April
ent source of circulation variability during the period at all sites, in all months except January and February at

October 2002 through April 2003 was bora-driven flow. sites directly south of the Po and sites extending fIrom
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